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Conservation Concerns Are Not NewConservation Concerns Are Not New

• “. .farms obliterate empty spaces, plowed fields 
vanquish forests, herds drive out wild beasts. . . 
everywhere is a dwelling everywhere a multitudeeverywhere is a dwelling, everywhere a multitude. . 
.We are burdensome to the world. .  . already Nature 
does not sustain us. Truly pestilence and hunger and 
war and flood must be a remedy. . .a pruning back of 
the human race becoming excessive in numbers.”

• Quintus Tertillianus, Roman citizen, 200 AD, when 
world population 200 million—3 percent of today’s.
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World Food and Feed Demand Will More World Food and Feed Demand Will More 
Than Double in 40 YearsThan Double in 40 Years

• Global birth rates falling fast.  Population will peak at 8-10 
billion in 2040 then decline Any wildlife species lostbillion in 2040, then decline.  Any wildlife species lost 
before 2050 are gone forever.

• Affluent people have fewer children, but demand high-
quality diets.  Expect affluent population to soar from 1.5 
billion now to 7 billion in 2050. Lots of meat, milk.

• Pet challenge:  Affluent countries stop eating pets and put g p g p p
them on leashes.  If China reaches half of U.S. pet 
saturation, adds 250 million companion cats and dogs—
none of them vegetarian.

More Food:  A NonMore Food:  A Non--negotiable Demandnegotiable Demand

• How to double yields again?

O l h h k d i ifi– Only system that has ever worked:  scientific 
research, especially on raising yields to feed more 
people while still leaving room for Nature.

– Better infrastructure, especially in food-importing 
icountries.
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Hard to See This Picture Now:  Hard to See This Picture Now:  
Farmers Being Actively DiscouragedFarmers Being Actively Discouraged

• Higher energy prices promised as coal, oil burning 
discouraged nuclear costs prohibitivediscouraged, nuclear costs prohibitive.

• Fertilizer prices high and erratic.

• EU threatening new constraints on pest control--
based on theoretical risks vs. proven risks.  Could ban 
85% of active ingredients, set precedent for N. 
AmericaAmerica.

• Governments threatening to charge farmers emissions 
fees on birds, livestock, acres of crops. 

We’ve Been Whipsawed BeforeWe’ve Been Whipsawed Before

• World banned DDT, though no evidence of danger to 
people or birds 1 million children per year deadpeople or birds.  1 million children per year dead 
needlessly of malaria.

• Audubon Society records show eagle safety.
• Farmers whipsawed over layer cages. EU would 

have banned, until study showed more hen disease, 
more cannibalism and more bacterial risk on eggs.

• Biofuels are the new whipsaw. Raising input costs, 
risking soil erosion, displacing wildlife, adding CO2 
emissions.  But where’s the warming to justify them? 
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Farmers Will WinFarmers Will Win

• Farmers have always won the serious battles. The 
vast majority of the world’s good land is farmed notvast majority of the world s good land is farmed, not 
hunted or paved. 

• Public ultimately sides with ample food and good 
land use.

• High-yield farming feeds more people, takes less land 
away from Nature Without the Green Revolutionaway from Nature.  Without the Green Revolution, 
world would already have lost most of its wildlands, 
huge proportion of its wild species.

Fear of Overpopulation DecliningFear of Overpopulation Declining

• Biggest barrier to feeding the world adequately has 
been the claim of “too many people ”been the claim of too many people.

• In the 21st century world population will peak, 
stabilize, then trend down. Births per woman down 
from 6 to 2.2 in 35 years.

• Meanwhile, Third World people are demonstrating 
productivity constructive contributions Can’t beproductivity, constructive contributions.  Can t be 
“written off.”
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Better Farming in Past 50 YearsBetter Farming in Past 50 Years

• Canadian farmers have substituted no-till for nearly 
20 million acres of summer fallow.  Higher yields, 
b il i f l ibetter soil moisture, far less erosion.

• No more “black blizzards” or massive gullies. 

• Fish habitat improved while food security improved.

• Confinement feeding takes one-third the land, saves 
15% on feed,  and produces 40% less greenhouse 
emissions. Also prevents epidemic diseases in 
people and liverstock-- like Asian bird flu.

Fewer Species Extinctions LatelyFewer Species Extinctions Lately

• World Atlas of Biodiversity says just 20 major 
species lost in last one-third of 20th century, half as 

hmany species lost as in last one-third of 19th century.  
Species losses now no larger than 500 years ago!

• Biggest reason:  higher farm yields!

– Crop yields tripled on best land worldwide since 
1960.

– Meat production per acre doubled in past 30 years.

– Better seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, vet medications, 
irrigation. 
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The San Francisco Shell GameThe San Francisco Shell Game

• Prehistoric shell mound on shores of San Francisco 
Bay, sampled for bird remains before 1940, recently 

t l dcomputer-analyzed.  

• Indians had hunted all shore and water birds to local 
extinction, starting the fat geese, working down to 
skinny rails and plovers. 

• White settlers found millions of such birds, because 
E i b i d fi t kill d ff tEuropean microbes arrived first, killed off most 
Indians.  Birds had time to recover.

One Billion Poor People Now Live One Billion Poor People Now Live 
in World’s Biodiversity Hotspotsin World’s Biodiversity Hotspots

• Areas such as tropics, mountain rain forests.

T i f d f ili l h d b f i• Trying to feed families on slash-and-burn farming, 
hunting bushmeat with AK-47s.

• Must give them high-yield farming—or off-farm 
jobs.

• Michael Huston, Biological Diversity, says 80 
f ild i b i k f b dpercent of wild species may be at risk from bad 

farming.  His solution: farm the best land for top 
yields, leave the poor land for wildlife.
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Best Land Never Had Many Species to LoseBest Land Never Had Many Species to Lose

• Odd truth is the best land had large numbers of a few 
species:species:  

– bison and antelope on the Great Plains;

– kangaroos in Australian Outback; 

– antelopes (saiga) on Russian steppes.

• Amazon: estimated 1 million different speciesAmazon: estimated 1 million different species, 
including hundreds of fish and thousands of trees.

• India: 1200 species of butterflies alone.

Doubling Meat, Milk and Feed by 2050?Doubling Meat, Milk and Feed by 2050?

• By 2025, incomes will rise 31 percent.
• Meat demand will rise 55% milk comparablyMeat demand will rise 55%, milk comparably.  

Linked directly to income in poor countries.
– Beef demand up 31%.
– Pork up 61%
– Poultry up 73%
– Grain yields must rise 30%t, oilseeds 25% just to 

support more meat Milk added toosupport more meat.  Milk added too.
– Feed conversion ratios must also rise.
– Only possible with high-yield science.
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How Have Researchers Done Lately?How Have Researchers Done Lately?

• Nitrogen-efficient crops give full yield with half the 
fertilizer; none left to leach iinto streams Rapeseedfertilizer;  none left to leach iinto streams.  Rapeseed, 
wheat and rice modified, corn under way.

• Australia’s drought-tolerant wheat yields 20% more 
under drought stress, no yield penalty in good years. 

• African corn tolerates herbicide to kill parasitic 
witchweed Yields quadruple food security soarswitchweed.  Yields quadruple, food security soars.

• Aluminum-tolerant crops for the acid-soil tropics 
could double yields on half of tropic soils.

Peasant Farmers Are Bad for the EnvironmentPeasant Farmers Are Bad for the Environment

• Mexico losing 3 million acres/yr to slash-and-burn 
farming expansionfarming expansion.

• Half of land cleared in Honduras recently on 
“steeplands.”  Farmers harvest, weed, with ropes.

• Hunters peddling bushmeat from endangered animals, 
rhino horn and tiger parts as aphrodisiacs. 

Y h i i i h ld “ d l f ” f• Yet such primitives held up as “model farmers” for 
saving the planet.  
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The Real Hope for the FutureThe Real Hope for the Future

• Environmental quality declines in the early stages of 
industrialization But at $4 000 per capita earningsindustrialization.  But at $4,000 per capita earnings 
(Brazil, Malaysia) eco-concerns become important.

• High-yield farming, low birth rates, clean rivers and 
better air quality come to the fore.

• U.S. air and water quality 95% improved.
• More trees than when Columbus arrived.
• U.S. trash per family one-third lower than Mexico.  

Food processing turns feathers, organs into feed, not 
waste.   

Why Biofuels?  Our Amazingly Why Biofuels?  Our Amazingly 
Moderate Moderate Climate CrisisClimate Crisis

• 0.5 degree C warming 1850-1940. 
• Just 0.2 degrees C warming 1940-98.
• NO warming trend 1998-2006.
• Sharp temperature decline in past 18 months!
• Planet now as cool as 1940, before world 

WWII industrial boom of 1945WWII industrial boom of 1945.
• Biofuels can’t compete with coal, oil, if CO2 

not raising planet’s temperatures.
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The New EvidenceThe New Evidence
• Sunspot numbers turned  sharply down in 

2000; predicting global cooling.

• In 2007 sharp 0 6 downturn in earth• In 2007, sharp 0.6 downturn in earth 
temperatures reported by UK’s Hadley Centre,  
U. of Alabama/ Huntsville (satellites). .

• Oceans “stopped warming 4-5 years ago,” says 
U.S. Jet Propulsion Lab, based on new high-
tech ocean buoys.

• Climate models predicted none of this. 
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PresidentPresident--elect Obama on Global Warmingelect Obama on Global Warming

• “The science is beyond dispute and the facts are clear.  
S l l i i C tli h i kiSea levels are rising.  Coastlines are shrinking.  
We’ve seen record drought, spreading famine and 
storms that are growing stronger with each passing 
hurricane season.” Obama to CA Gov’s Conf.

• Would cut U.S. greenhouse emissions 17% by 2020--
and more than 80 percent by 2050!and more than 80 percent by 2050!

None None of Obama’s Comments on Global of Obama’s Comments on Global 
Warming Were Correct!Warming Were Correct!

Sea levels stopped warming 4-5 years ago, says U.S. Jet 
Propulsion Lab based on 3000 high-tech buoys. (NPR 
i i 2008)interview, 2008).

Coastlines not shrinking.  300-yr. average rise of 6 
inches/century has not accelerated.

Global ice not melting rapidly. Arctic sea ice back now 
after it blew south, not melted, in 2007.  Antarctic sea 
ice at record extent past 3 yrs.  Satellites show 
Antarctic adding 45 billion tons of ice per year due to 
more snow. Davis et al., Science 308, 2005.
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No Worsening of StormsNo Worsening of Storms

• Special edition of peer-reviewed Natural Hazards, 
June 2003 found no worsening of stormsJune, 2003, found no worsening of storms, 
hurricanes, blizzards, etc. since 1850.  Modest rise in 
heavy rainstorms.

• Hurricanes: British Navy logged more than twice as 
many major landfalling hurricanes per decade inmany major landfalling hurricanes per decade in 
Caribbean  during 1700-1850 (Little Ice Age) as 
during much-warmer 1950-2000.   
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More Drought?More Drought?
Worse Drought?Worse Drought?

No worsening of drought: broadest recent study 
(Narisma et al 2007) showed only 5 of 20th(Narisma et al., 2007) showed only 5 of 20th 
century’s 30 worst droughts occurred after 1980.

Really bad past droughts:

• Mayans abandoned dozens of cities during century of 
d h f 800 AD (d i Li l I A )drought after 800 AD (during Little Ice Age).  

• California suffered two century-long droughts (during 
Medieval Warming).

More Famine?More Famine?

• Obama’s most serious misstatement.
• There has been no increase in famine--just food price• There has been no increase in famine--just food price 

inflation because of biofuels.
• Food prices up more than 80 percent from 2005 to 

2008.  World Bank says primarily biofuels.
• Net global vegetation increased about 6% between 

1980 and 2000, primarily because CO2 acts like 
fertilizer for plants. (Nemani, Science 300, 2003)
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The Best Reason to Give Up Biofuels: The Best Reason to Give Up Biofuels: 
The Natural 1,500The Natural 1,500--yr Global Warming Cycleyr Global Warming Cycle

• Moderate warming/cooling cycle, discovered in  
Greenland and Antarctic ice cores in 1980s.

• Temperature shifts quickly: 2-4 degrees C in 
temperate zones, more in Arctic. 

• Warmings 740 years long during Ice Ages, but are 
less regular during interglacials like ours.

• Gave us Roman Warming (200 BC-600 AD), cold 
D k A M di l W i (950 1300 AD)Dark Ages, Medieval Warming (950-1300 AD), 
Little Ice Age.  

• The Modern Warming is right on schedule.  

British wine grapes as climate sensorsBritish wine grapes as climate sensors

First century AD:  Romans grew wine grapes in 
Britain during their occupation.  Then Dark Ages a du g e occupa o . e a ges
too cold.
11th Century:  Britons grew own wine grapes.  
Then Medieval Warming ended.
1300-1950:  Britain too cold for wine grapes. 
Ice festivals on Thames River.  
Only since 1950 have British hobbyistsOnly since 1950 have British hobbyists 
Grown wine grapes again.   Two good 
years out of 10.
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Where Have We Found the Where Have We Found the 
1,5001,500--Year Climate Cycle?Year Climate Cycle?

• Oxygen isotopes in ice layers, which show air 
temperature when ice laid down. 

• Varying plankton microfossils in marine sediments; 
9 oceans, hundreds of lakes.  

• Oxygen isotopes in cave stalagmites from every 
continent plus New Zealand.

• N. American fossil pollen:  9 plant reorganizations in 
past 14,000 yrs--in 1,500-year rhythm.

• Cycle discoverers awarded the “environmental 
Nobel” in 1996.

Ice Cores Revealed the 1,500Ice Cores Revealed the 1,500--Yr Yr 
CycleCycle
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Seabed Sediments Confirmed ItSeabed Sediments Confirmed It
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Climate swings of past 12,000 yearsClimate swings of past 12,000 years

•

Co2 can’t explain preCo2 can’t explain pre--1940 warming, 1940 warming, 
postpost--1940 cooling1940 cooling
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SolarSolar variations linked to decadevariations linked to decade--later later 
changes in sea surface temperatureschanges in sea surface temperatures

The SunThe Sun--Climate ConnectionClimate Connection

• The weaker the sun, the less the earth is shielded from 
cosmic rayscosmic rays. 

• Fewer cosmic rays hitting earth mean fewer of the  
low, wet clouds that deflect heat--and cool the planet.

• The clouds amplify slight changes in solar activity 
about fourfold.

• Hence, a slightly more active sun means a 
significantly warmer earth.
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NoNo Published Evidence That Published Evidence That 
Humans Changed ClimateHumans Changed Climate

Warming began too soon. 70% of warming occurred 
before 1940. Man-made CO2 almost all after 1945.

Warming has now ended too soon, with CO2 still rising.

Polar regions haven’t warmed first as theory commands.  

• Arctic was as warm in 1930s as recently.

• Antarctic now has modern ice maximum.Antarctic now has modern ice maximum. 
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Why Global Warming Why Global Warming Won’t Won’t Destroy SpeciesDestroy Species

• The 1,500-year cycles typically shift abruptly.  
Most species have been through rapid climate 
h h d d f tichange hundreds of times.

• Vegetation cold-limited, but not heat-limited.  
Heat won’t kill off the trees, shrubs or grasses.  
Southern trees must await stand replacement to 
move north; dependent species have time to adapt.

• In Ontario, pollen shows beech trees dominate , p
warmings, oaks dominate coolings, pines 
dominate Little Ice Age depths.  Today oaks, with 
beeches waiting. 

What About the Polar Bears?What About the Polar Bears?

• Arctic ice extent greater this year. Wind shifted ice 
last summer creating open waterlast summer, creating open water. 

•

• Polar bears relatively young species, but jawbone on 
Svalbard sediment-dated to 110-130,000 yrs ago.  

• Bears survived big warmings 4,000 and 9,000 yrs 
ago, plus hot Eemian Warming before last Ice Age.
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A long, moderate cooling A long, moderate cooling 
in coming decades?in coming decades?

• Earth cooled from 1940-75, though CO2 levels were 
rising strongly. The Pacific was in its cooling phase. 

• Pacific Rim tree rings show 10 such cooling phases in 
the past 400 years.  

• Global temperatures have historically matched Pacific 
sea surface coolings.

• Sunspots and the Pacific cooling both now predict 
planet will cool for 25-30 years.  

• IPCC continues to predict huge warming—2 to 5 
degrees C. by 2100.  

Expect More U.S. DroughtExpect More U.S. Drought

• At the equator, temperatures don’t change in the 
cycle but tropical rain belts move north hundreds ofcycle, but tropical rain belts move north hundreds of 
miles. 

• The Mexican desert will move north.  California had 
two century-olong droughts during the Medieval 
Warming.  The whole southern tier of U.S. States was 
drier than recentlydrier than recently.

• Canada and Siberia will be warmer and wetter.

• The Sahara may get rain again.
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Europe in Total Disarray on CO2Europe in Total Disarray on CO2

• UK will lose 40% of electricity by 2015. Can 
agree only on building 7000 wind turbinesagree only on building 7000 wind turbines 
which need 90% fossil or nuclear backup.

• Europe burning lots more coal; doesn’t dare 
rely on Russian gas imports.

• No real EU agreement on cutting emissions.
• Nations on edge of cliff, saying “We’ll all 

jump together, on three.  One.  Two.  Two-
and-a-half…..” 

Expect Expect Backlash Backlash Against Green ExcessesAgainst Green Excesses

• Clearly, Greens didn’t understand climate science.  
Just wanted to get rid of cars, air conditioners. g ,

• People will be angry, not least because so many were 
fooled into joining the campaign.  

• UN will be totally disgraced after oil-for-food, Darfur 
and global coolingand global cooling. 
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What Happens to the MediaWhat Happens to the Media?!?!

• Media sold out to Greens and their headlines 
after Rachel Carson.

• Traditional media will now pay heavy price in 
lost public confidence.  New York Times loses 
dramatically, so too most big-city papers and 
TV.   

G i f t lk di bl b d• Gains for talk radio, bloggers—based on 
whatever confidence they can inspire.  Very 
unsettled period.      

Books by Dennis T. AveryBooks by Dennis T. Avery

• Saving the Planet With Pesticides and Plastic:  
Th E i l T i h f Hi h Yi ldThe Environmental Triumph of High-Yield 
Farming. 2nd edition, 2000.  Hudson Institute. 

• Unstoppable Global Warming—Every 1,500 
Years, S. Fred Singer and Dennis Avery.  
2007. New York Times non-fiction best-2007.  New York Times non fiction best
seller. $24.95.


